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The 060-DSFA680 practice exam is written and formatted by Certified Senior IT Professionals working in
today's prospering companies and data centers all over the world! The 060-DSFA680 Practice Test covers
all the exam topics and objectives and will prepare you for success quickly and efficiently.
The 060-DSFA680 exam is very challenging, but with our 060-DSFA680 questions and answers practice exam
you can feel confident in obtaining your success on the 060-DSFA680 exam on your FIRST TRY!
Altiris 060-DSFA680 Exam Features
- Detailed questions and answers for 060-DSFA680 exam
- Try a demo before buying any Altiris exam
- 060-DSFA680 questions and answers, updated regularly
- Verified 060-DSFA680 answers by Experts and bear almost 100% accuracy
- 060-DSFA680 tested and verified before publishing
- 060-DSFA680 exam questions with exhibits
- 060-DSFA680 same questions as real exam with multiple choice options

Acquiring Altiris certifications are becoming a huge task in the field of I.T. More over these
exams like 060-DSFA680 exam are now continuously updating and accepting this challenge is itself a task.
This 060-DSFA680 test is an important part of Altiris certifications. We have the resources to
prepare you for this. The 060-DSFA680 exam is essential and core part of Altiris certifications and
once you clear the exam you will be able to solve the real life problems yourself.Want to take
advantage of the Real 060-DSFA680 Test and save time and money while developing your skills to pass
your Altiris 060-DSFA680 Exam? Let us help you climb that ladder of success and pass your 060-DSFA680 n
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Question: 1
Which statement about deploying computer image files is true?
A. The RDeploy switch used to preserve existing partitions is enabled by default.
B. Aborting the deployment process (after imaging as started) corrupts the destination computer's
hard drive.
C. The maximum space required on the destination hard drive is equal to the size of the image
file.
D. The imaging process is non-destructive, and adds data to what is already stored on an existing
hard drive partition.
Answer: B
Question: 2
When capturing a computer's personality, the application settings used for this process are
located in which file type?
A. .INI
B. .A2I
C. .ASI
D. .PBT
Answer: B
Question: 3
AClient (on a managed computer) has been configured to use a multicast packet to locate the
Deployment Server. Which statement is now true?
A. moving this computer to a different Deployment System requires the AClient agent be
reconfigured
B. images can be sent using unicast packets or multicast packets
C. this setting configures images to be sent to the computer using multicasting technology
D. the Deployment Server must be configured to obtain its IP address from a DHCP server
Answer: B
Question: 4
Which program lets you edit image files after they have been created?
A. ImgViewer
B. ImageExplorer
C. ImageEditor
D. ImageManager
E. ImgManager
Answer: B
Question: 5
Deployment Agents (such as AClient) can be installed on remote computers using the Remote
Agent Installer, but only when the remote computers are running which four operating systems?
(Choose four.)
A. Windows 2000
B. Windows 95
C. Windows NT
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D. Windows XP
E. Windows 2003
F. Linux
G. Windows 98
Answer: A, C, D, E
Question: 6
AClient has not been password protected. Which three tasks can be performed after right-clicking
on the AClient icon from a managed computer? (Choose three.)
A. initiate Microsoft's Sysprep Utility in preparation for imaging
B. view the AClient log file when log files have been enabled
C. change the name of the managed computer as it appears in the Deployment Console
D. change the NetBIOS name of the managed computer
E. monitor AClient's communication with the Deployment Server
F. reinstall AClient
G. edit the AClient template file
Answer: B, C, E
Question: 7
Which utility removes the security ID (SID) before making an image of a computer?
A. SIDgenerator
B. SetupCapture
C. Sysprep
D. ImageExplorer
E. SIDconfig
Answer: C
Question: 8
How does a Deployment Solution job let you work with software virtualization layers? (Choose
two.)
A. layers can be imported to a managed computer
B. layers can be created
C. the state of a layer can be managed (activated, deactivated, and so forth)
D. the content of a layer can be modified
Answer: A, C
Question: 9
Which required symbol identifies the opening and closing of a Deployment token?
A. %
B. #
C. $
D. *
Answer: A
Question: 10
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